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A case for using CLT with japanese
university english conversation students
arthur L bingham
northern illinois university

native speakers of english teaching english conversation at japanese universities

often complain that their students after six years of language study in secondary

education cannot carry on even a simple conversation in english with a native english
speaker teachers who are new to the situation turn in desperation to their japanese and

native english speaking colleagues and ask for some kind of explanation of how this could

be the case the usual response to such a query is an account of the japanese examination

oriented education system with final blame being placed on the grammar translation

method employed in most schools not only has this response become cliche but it is no

longer entirely true the number of japanese english teachers enrolled in japan based

MA TESL programs temple university columbia university SIT and TESL
certification programs georgetown university cambridge university indicates that

there is a keen interest in adding a communicative element to the english classroom at
some point in the average japanese students school life the student is now likely to have

been in a class where the teacher used an approach other than the grammar translation

method

even if we accept that the reliance on the grammar translation method is to blame

however it does not help the new or prospective teacher deal with the problem at hand
how do you get the average class of forty first year university students who have spent the
better part of six years with their heads down pencils and dictionaries in hand translating
word for word from english to japanese to pick up their heads look you in the eyes and
speak to you in english there are quite a few english teachers in japan who have
concluded that it cannot be done if the goal is to produce fluent speakers of english in

one school year then most would agree

if however a more realistic goal is pursued that of getting students to begin talking
and feeling more comfortable with conversing in english then the task does not seem
nearly as impossible getting first year university students to begin speaking english
would be far less formidable if teachers were to learn more about their students culture
and how much english they learned in high school hiin other words if teachers know how
and what their students have studied in the past and why students have chosen to study

with a native speaker of english they stand a better chance of accomplishing their goal
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what follows is a general account of some of this information which will be of some help

to teachers new to or preparing to leave for a position at a japanese university once this

background information on japanese students and their needs has been discussed an

example of how these needs might be met with a communicative activity will be given

what and how the students have studied

in japan english education usually begins in the first year of junior high school by
the time students finish junior high school they have completed over 300 hours of english
instruction and are expected to have committed nearly 1000 words to memory helgesen
1993 once the student enters high school the story gets far more complex the
japanese ministry of educations curriculum outline in use during the 1996971996 97 school year

requires that first year high school students receive 140 hours of english language

instruction goold maeleymateleyfateleyMa eleyteleyleley and carter 1993 during the second and third years

students can choose from up to a total of 560 hours of elective english courseworkcoursework basing

their decision on what they intend to do upon graduation only students who intend to

study nontechnical fields at a university are likely to take full advantage of the 700 hours

of classroom instruction available in the high school curriculum because english makes up

a large part of their university entrance examinations students intending to try to get into

a high ranking university regardless of the field will probably have sought additional

outside opportunities to study in excess of the 700 hours available at school this means

that the average university freshman enrolled in an english conversation class will have

had anywhere from 440 to 700 hours of english instruction over a six year period

new curriculum guidelines have been implemented in order to accommodate a more

pressing need for conversational english skills than was formerly perceived the new
curriculum outline has increased the amount of time that can be spent studying english
conversation from 140 to 210 hours the effect of this new emphasis on oral

communication will not be seen until april of 1997 when the first products of the new

curriculum enter universities however since the goal for most high schools is to provide

their students with the education needed to pass the entrance examination to the university

of their choice this is what high school teachers tend to focus on while it has been
rumored for quite some time that future entrance examinations will include an interview
in english to test conversational skills for the most part this has yet to happen current
entrance examinations require students to be able to translate long passages from english
to japanese in beyond grammar translation teaching students to really read
bamford 1993 explains that japanese students have been given only one strategy for
dealing with written english in junior and senior high school on university entrance
examinations and in many of their university english classes japanese students have been
trained to transpose english word for word into japanese although bamford is writing
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about how to teach reading the following quote is relevant to the japanese system of
english language education in general

the tradition of using the grammar translation method is so
strong that it is practically synonymous with english education in
japan it is not only the main method of instruction in junior and
senior high school but also in university as a result most of your
japanese colleagues will be using it as the pedagogical method of
choice in their english classes p 64 the 1994 ministry of
education curriculum outline indicates that japanese students willwin
have more of an opportunity to take classes to help them deal with
spoken english but again until university entrance exams include a
spoken english section these elective classes will take a distant back
seat to those which stress grammar translation

even if high school students choose to take the new elective series we cannot assume

that by the time they enter university they will have had plenty of opportunity to use

english for communication while the ministry of educations curriculum outline
signals a move in the right direction very few japanese english teachers in junior and

senior high school have ever experienced a communicative approach to language study

for the most part they themselves studied english using the grammar translation method
although many of these teachers are currently turning to language teacher training courses

that have become available in tokyo osaka and kobe for help many of them simply do

not know how to teach communicative english

in sum the average university freshman enrolled in a native english speakers english
conversation class will have had anywhere from 440 to 700 hours of english language

instruction will have been taught to translate using the grammar translation method and
may have had english conversation classes with a japanese english teacher very few of
them will have had the chance to practice speaking english with a government sponsored

assistant english teacher AET outside the high school via classes or self study or in a
home stay situation

some important cultural factors
in the japanese student and the foreign teacher nozaki 1993 lists some cultural

differences between japanese and western students two of which are important to this

study the first difference one which a new foreign teacher will quickly notice is that

japanese university students do not appear to be very motivated to study students willwin

rarely do any homework and this as nozaki explains is because once they have entered a
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university students are virtually assured of graduation this situation is what is called the
11escalator system p 28 which nozaki says japanese society sees as compensation to the

students for the long hours and hard work they were forced to go through during their

elementary and secondary schooling in japan the university is a place for young people
to relax experience as many things as possible and to learn to socialize with their peers

consequently the new university english conversation teacher should not be surprised

when it becomes clear that hisheraisher students place a higher priority on their club activities
than their english studies

theme second difference nozaki mentions is that japanese students differ from their

western counterparts in their attitude towards learning and ideas about appropriate

classroom behavior unlike western students who have been taught to speak up in class

and express their opinions japanese students have been trained to leamlearn by sitting quietly

and observing expressing ones opinion is not something that is done in a typical

japanese classroom this makes the teaching of conversation rather difficult especially

if the teacher makes an effort to conduct a student centered class regardless of how many

hours of english language instruction japanese students have had they are not likely to

voluntarily put those hours to use and engage in conversation with the instructor in other

words even in a conversation class the students expect the teacher to do most of the

talking

in addition to the differences that nozaki lists is the important fact that japanese tend

to be more group oriented than westerners this is especially evident among university

students because the university is one place where young individuals begin to establish
thethemselves as lifelong members of a group in nethe japanese today edwin reischauer
explained that groups of every sort abound throughout japanese society and usually play

a larger role and offer more of a sense of individual self identification than do

corresponding groups in the united states reischauer 1988 p 134 this group
orientation has a profound effect on the way that japanese students approach classwork
A new teacher will quickly discover that it is futile to hand out in class assignments and

expect the students to complete them by themselves however as will become evident
later this propensity to do things in groups can be used advantageously in an english
conversation class

how and what to teach

from what we know of the typical japanese university freshman enrolled in an

english conversation class it is safe to say that even the worst students willwin be false

beginners this is true because even though they have gained certain language skills

through their high school studies they still function at a beginning level the fact that
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they will have passed the entrance examination is an indication that they will have at least
a basic understanding of english grammar and a vocabulary larger than the 1000 words
they had to memorize during junior high school consequently this paper recommends
the use of teaching methods and techniques that are output based such methods and
techniques are appropriate because one of the reasons these students cannot speak despite
six years of language study is that the grammar translation method with which they have
been taught never requires it of them if we borrow some terminology from krashen we
might say that japanese junior and senior high school students are allowed a six year
itsilent period six years is long enough and makes the adoption of an approach such as

KrasKrashensbenshens which would give the students more silent time unnecessary instead teachers
should use techniques that will give students the chance to practice speaking english
within the context of a communicative language teaching approach communicative
language teaching CLT is an appropriate choice because it requires the students to

actively use the target language from the start celce murcia 1991 p 8 in addition the

fact that university english conversation classes only meet once a week for an average of
90 minutes makes it imperative that the students get as much time to produce the target

language as teachers can give them since the focus of this paper is on teaching

conversation techniques for practicing reading writing or listening will not be discussed

however it should be remembered that CLT does allow for one to incorporate these skills

into an english conversation syllabus as well

theme example I1 have included below is one half of a pair work information gap activity
in information gap tasks students have information that their partners need in order to
complete the task they must use their english not just practice it in this activity each
student has a handout with two menu charts one filledfined in and one empty the task for the
student who has the empty chart below is to find out from hisheraisher partner what three fellow
group tour members ate for breakfast lunch and dinner once the students have
exchanged the information needed to fill each others charts they can use the information
together with clues provided at the bottom of the handout to help discover each tour
members nationality

fillFBI in the charts

ask your partner for the information you need

name breakfast lunch dinner

vitri female

mahmood

toni male
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clues

1 vitris country is made up of more than 13000 islands and islets

2 mahmoodsmahmoodiMahmoods country became independent from india in 1947

3 the people in tonis country enjoy watching bullfightsbullfights

activities like the one discussed above not only fulfill the CLT requirement that

meaning be transferred andor negotiated celce murcia 1991 p 8 but they also

capitalize on japanese students predisposition to work in groups other CLT activities

such as the freer group speaking tasks labeled ensemble activities in the lingual house
new english firsthand series helgesen et al 1991 give students the opportunity to

move from working with one partner to working within a larger group these activities

like the pair work task discussed above require the students to transfer andor negotiate
meaning while interacting with other students in english frequently such activities are

in the form of games which require focused practice on an element of english grammar

such as the use of prepositions of place for example a simple game of 1I spy

regardless of the type of conversation activity the teacher is to circulate around the

classroom providing help when needed by doing this the teacher fulfills another

requirement of CLT by facilitating the communicative process between the students

themselves and between the students and the text breen and candlin 1988

the kinds of activities listed here are particularly suited to the japanese university

english conversation class because of the typical 401 student teacher ratio in a teacher

centered classroom where the teacher dominates the class calling on individuals to answer

questions one by one the amount of time spent in english speaking practice is

minimalized in the activities discussed here however students are given plenty of time

to practice using english in addition the pair and group activities allow for further

exploitation of the japanese students group orientation granted japanese students might

at first be confused by the student centered classroom but nozaki indicates that so many

of her students at kyoto sangyosanayo university came to enjoy this classroom style that

student centered classes have become among the most popular on campus nozaki 1993

although there are a multitude of textbooks available in japan that conform to the

CLT approach a single text alone should not be relied on for classroom activities strict
adherence to the exercises as they appear in a text would quickly bore most of the students
in any class CLT requires that classroom materials and activities reflect real life

situations and demands celce murcia 1991 p 8 textbooks cannot always be expected

to fulfill this requirement it is up to the teacher to take the material that is in the text and

adapt it so that it seems relevant to hisheraisher students life in other words the teacher may

want to change and supplement some of the material found in the text to reflect the

community in which hisheraisher students live
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providing classroom conversation drills that are built around the people and places of
our students community tend to make the english conversation class more interesting

this technique however does not address the fact that japanese university students have

almost no chance to use english outside of the classroom for students who are keenly

aware of this it is difficult to convince them that the effort required to leamlearn a language well

is worthwhile one way to address this problem would be to give frequent homework

assignments that require students to use english with foreign residents of their community

in almost any community in japan one can nindfind foreign exchange students language

teachers missionaries and laborers these foreigners are not always from countries where

english is the first language but japanese students also need to be taught that english can

be used as a means of communicating with people from other countries as well in one

assignment that this writer found particularly successful at a rural japanese national

university students were required to interview four foreign residents of their community

in english the students were surprised to find that not only could they use english to talk
with an australian english teacher but with a brazilian worker a malaysian medical

student and a russian language teacher as well

conclusion

getting first year japanese university students to begin speaking english is no easy

task given the six years of grammar translation studies the teacher centered classroom

environment and lack of opportunity to use english for communication that these students

have had prior to entering the native english speakers classroom one might minkthink the task

impossible this paper however has attempted to show how instructors with a little bit
of knowledge about japanese students background can use communicative teaching

techniques to at least get the students to begin speaking in english
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